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World's largest
wooden tall ship
docks in Toledo

BRIEFLY
Campus
Platzer leaves:

Head baseball coach Ed
Platzer has resigned from
the Falcon squad after eight
years at the helm. He will be
the assistant principal and
athletic director at Clear
Fork High School in
Bellville. O.
Platzer's teams won 202,
lost 217 and tied six games
during his tenure. A three to
four week search has begun
for a new coach, according to
the athletic department.

by John Potter
photo editor
TOLEDO With a backdrop of
cloudy skies, erratic winds and a
sparse crowd of curious onlookers,
the world's largest wooden tall
ship, the H.M.S. Rose glided
majestically down the Maumee
River to Portside.
This is the second stop of a
three-month, nine-city tour for the
Tall Ship, berthed in Bridgeport,
Conn.

Season tickets for

Sale Passes are on sale
now for the 1990-91
University theater season.
Among the 14 productions
planned is Neil Simon's
"Barefoot in the Park," the
season's first offering
premiering Oct. 4. Also,
slated are plays by Vaclav
Havel, Moliere, and Alan
Ayckbourn.
Ticket prices vary
according to the theater
hosting the production. For a
brochure and a ticket
reservation form call the
theater department at
372-2222.

Cleveland was the first city to
host the three-masted frigate,
which has a length of 179 feet and
a height of more than 140 feet. The
vessel left Cleveland about midnight Sunday and arrived in
Toledo about 6 p.m Monday.
"We probably could have arrived
much faster using the engines,"
said Captain Richard Bailey. "But
we try to sail as much as possible.
It keeps up crew morale, and gives
people something to do."
Bailey began working on board
the Rose in 1973 as a deckhand,
and was hired on as full-time captain in 1985. Although he enjoys
the job, he admits that there are
drawbacks. "It's really disruptive
to a normal life." he said. "Ifs not
conducive to having a dog or a family, but there's still a certain glory
to it."

City
Trial delayed:

University student Craig
Taliaferro's trial for theft
and forgery "has been
delayed until a defense
witness can be found,"
according to the clerk of
courts' office.
There is, however, another
trial scheduled for
September 13 for separate
counts of passing bad checks
and forgery, said Scott Coon,
assistant prosecutor.
Taliaferro, 40, has a
previous criminal record
i nlcuding robbery.

Entertainment
Rancina
u ssi arts: The

world-famous Vaganova
Academy of the Kirov Ballet
will be performing on July
20-21 in the Masonic
Auditorium as a part of their
tour of Ohio.
Different perfomances will
be offered each evening of
the ballet. On July 20
excerpts from "Grand Pas
Classique" and "Paquita"
will be shown. The July 21 st
performance will include
"Lea Sylphides" and "The
Fairy Doll."
Graduates of the Kirov
Ballet include Anna Pavlova,
George Balanchine, Rudolph
Nureyev and Mikhail
Baryshvikov.
Tickets for both
Serformances are $20 and
25. To reserve tickets call
the Masonic Auditorium Box
Office at 381-8S51.

Ann Arbor hosts

fair: The Ann Arbor Art
Fair begins this morning and
will continue through
Saturday evening.
More than 1,000 artists
will display their wares in a
15 block area, with each
section having specialties
such as oils, pastels,
watercolors, pottery and
more.
Jugglers, clowns, vendors
and other characters will be
roaming the streets as well.
The fair runs from 9 to 9
today through Friday and 9
to 5 p.m. Saturday.
The Ann Arbor Chamber
of Commerce discouraged
parking near the downtown,
but said a shuttle is
providing $2 round trip
transportation from the
Briarwood Mall and Pioneer
High School every 15
minutes.
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The H.M.S. Rose, the world's largest operating wooden tall ship sailed into Toledo Monday afternoon for a
three-day stay. The ship, which was duplicated from the plans of an English warship built in 1756. will be
available for tours between the hours of 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. today.

The trail
of life:
where does
blood go?
by James A. Tinker
editor
Taking the bandage off hurt the
most.
I decided to pull it off quickly,
but it still hurt a little. The adhesive strip had covered the hole
from which a needle had taken a
pint of my blood hours earlier.
Pulling the bandage off my arm
took a few hairs with it, but it was
over quickly much like giving
blood had been. My forearm looked
fine. There were no bruises, just a
little red dot.
Donating blood was not a big a
deal.
I arrived at the Wood County
Health Center's bloodmobile at
1:30, on time for my appointment.
The American Red Cross' Northwest Ohio region includes this
hospital and 18 others.
"We need 275 donors each day,"
Kim McKeeman, a Red Cross
communications associate told me.
With an annual operating budget
of $420,000 the Red Cross is able
. to test, process and use more than
26,000 gallons of blood each year.
My pint might be a drop in the
bucket, but I was told it would be
used for its platelets, which are instrumental in the blood clotting
process. A cancer patient, for example, might receive my pint since
chemotherapy destroys platelets.
See Blood, page 4.

Criminal hotline
provides fast cash

The Rote, built in 1970 in Lunenburg, Nova Scotia, is an architecturally accurate reproduction of
the original H.M.S. Rose, built in
England in 1756. Hie original
Rose was classified as a 24-gun
warship, and was used during the
Seven Years War to make attacks
on French Channel ports.
In 1779 the original Rose came
to the end of it's career when it was
sunk in the harbor off Savannah,
Ga. to blockade the harbor from an
invading French fleet. This sacrifice saved the city from the French

cannons.
However, the new Rote serves a
far different function. It soon is
expected to be classified by the
U.S. Coast guard as the largest
Sailing School Vessel in the United
States.
The ship boasts a 22-person
crew, consisting mainly of men and
women in their early 20s, many of
whom are college students taking
the opportunity to sail with the
Rose for the summer.
Crew members come from a variety of cultural and ethnic backgrounds, including Native Americans, Hispanics, AfricanAmericans and EuropeanAmericans.
According to Bailey, the crew's
cultural representation was more
accident than design.
"When I interviewed (the crew
members) for their positions, I
looked mainly at their desire and
ability," Bailey said. "But I do like
to mix things up, try social experiments."
Crew member Jake Foden considers the "experiment" a success.
"The crew gets along really
well," he said. "Sometimes you
have to put your life in someone else's hands, trust that they'll hold
on to this rope or leave another one
alone, but everyone knows that
they can depend on each other."
All crew members are paid for
their work aboard the ship, but
most agree the experience itself is
the real compensation.
"It's a hell of a lot more fun than
a regular job," Foden said. "Ifs an
adventure something you can tell
your grandkids about."
The H.M.S. Rote will be at Portside until 8 p.m. Final tours are being given from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. today, costing $4 for adults and $3
for children under the age of 12.

by James A. Tinker
editor
University officials are hoping to connect with students eager to stop
crime and earn cash with a new anonymous tip hotline patterned after
Wood County's Crime Stoppers.
As soon as an easy-to-remember phone number is secured. The Crime
Connection will be operational probably this month, according to Barbara Waddell, public safety information officer.
"Probably 90 percent of the crimes that take place have someone who
knows something or saw something," she said.
Tips leading to an arrest will net the caller $100 cash, Waddell said,
but there is talk of certificates for free merchandise instead.
If several valid tips are received, all callers involved will be paid for
their information, she said.
"The Crime Connection is not in competition with Crime Stoppers,"
Waddell, a member of the CS board said. "Many of the calls we get will
not be of interest to them."
Among the crimes the Connection might reduce are vandalism, firealarm pulling, under-age alcohol consumption and drug use. However, if
any reported crimes deserve city police action. Crime Stoppers will be notified.
The Crime Connection is not intended to result in a "Big Brother" atmosphere of distrust, she said, in which the walls have ears but maybe
roommates do.
"If your roommate is doing something criminal, something that's
wrong, it should be reported," she said. "That roommate has already violated your trust."
Waddell said she expects three types of individuals to call: citizens who
want to end criminal actions, members of the criminal element who
wants to "knock off the competition," and vengeful persons who want to
get someone in trouble.
Whomever rc.'.ls— if their tip leads to an arrest—can receive their reward and still remain anonymous, Waddell said.
Each caller will be given a three-digit identification number. Latei,
public safety officers will meet their informant at an agreed public location for the payoff, she said.
But, if officers cannot find sufficient evidence to prosecute, the caller
may be asked to make a positive, public identification of the perpetrator.
"If we have to prosecute and (the caller) wants to keep his or her identity anonymous, we will have to work it out with that person," she said.
The name for the hotline was chosen in the spring through a campuswide contest that guaranteed winner Matthew Keith, an undecided sophomore, an IBM PS2 model 25 computer worth $1,050.

Look Out Below!

BG News/John Potter

Gary Newan of Otis Elevator warily eyes a piece of an elevator
operator unit as a crane lifts It from the roof of Founders Quac
rangle. The old equipment was removed last week as part of one
oing renovations. Elevators In the West end of the building are
being replaced, as well as most of the windows. There are al«o
plans to install peepholes in the doors to Improve safety.
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The year of the gun
Blood is staining the streets of our Nation.
We are half-way through 1990 and we are killing ourselves at an alarming rate. Murders in major
urban areas are up compared to past years. In some cities they are up by a monstrous 56 percent.
Critics point to drugs, urban blight and even the
abundance of gratuitous violence on television, but the
cold hard facts in the majority of the murders point to
one common denominator: the use of guns to perpetrate
the crimes.
We are still in Rambo era. Semi-automatic weapons
are replacing handguns and their efficiency as killing
machines is not in doubt. You would think that with
American urban areas starting to resemble the neighborhoods of Beirut, the U.S. government would have
acted a long time ago to ban such weapons.
In the hallowed halls of our Capitol, the National Rifle Association has effectively hog-tied Congress with
it's disproportionate ability to exert pressure on our
representatives.
But despite the interference from the N.R.A, Congress recently passed a crime bill which, among other
things, outlaws the manufacture and sale of certain
types of automatic weapons in the U.S.
This bill received support from the police the public
and gun owners across the nation.
But the spectre of the handgun remains, and the
habits acquired by the users of automatic weapons will
be channeled through the use of handguns.
It is understandable that there is a segment of the
population that enjoys the use of firearms for sport
and for hunting but it seems even one firearm sold to
the private sector and used to murder is too many.
Perhaps it is time we balanced the freedom to bear
arms against the bloody victims of such arms.

A martyr's suicide,
he suffers no more
Perhaps the price of asceticism is too high.
In any case Mitch Snyder succumbed to his own
private demons and hung himself in his Washington
D.C. office.
In an era of selfishness, Snyder was selfless. He was
an incongruity that stood out starkly against the whitewashing of the Reagan Era.
An advocate, compatriate and patron saint for the
homeless, Snyder went to extremes to make the plight
of the homeless a household issue.
By hunger-striking, getting arrested and living on
the streets, Snyder decried the conditions that America
was allowing its sons and daughters to live under.
During the 80s when mental patients were allowed
to flood the streets of our country, the federal government turned a cold eye on their plight.
Many had been institutionalized for years and became dependent on a system that ultimately rejected
them.
In a time when social programs were being cut to
boost an inordinately large war machine, Snyder took
to the streets and back alleys to shepherd a flock of
America's untouchables.
Critics poked at Snyder for having a "messiah complex" and for being too chumy with celebrities, but ultimately they were silenced by his work.
Snyder"8 past seems as chaotic as his demise. A high
school drop out, Snyder jumped from job to job until
finding himself in prison for auto theft.
It was in prison that he converted to a radical form of
Christian philosophy under the influence of his fellow
inmates, two anti-Vietnam war priests.
Tempered by his time in prison, Snyder joined the
Community for Creative Non-Violence in Washington
D.C. and took up his crusade for the homeless.
In a time of despair Snyder brought hope. Perhaps
Snyder made a few converts too... are we among them?

Correction
In an article prinUd in last week". New, it was incorrectly reported that The LINK'S new construction begin* in December. In
actuality, the construction will begin in Auguet and be completed
by Chrietmae.

In BG... nothing 'nude'under the sun!
There are pictures of nude people upstairs at Currents. Oh the
scandal! I keep forgetting that the
good people of Bowling Creen
never shed their clothes. A farmer's tan is the only sun Bowling
Green skin gets.
And I for one am glad the Bowling Green prosecutor didn't get the
nod from his fellow prosecutors in
Cincinnati and declare the Paul
Kimmel exhibit obscene.
If so, I would break an ordinance
every time I took a shower.
Anyway it seems rather silly.
Cincinnati, that bastion of purity,
tried to ban the Robert Mapplethorpe exhibit because the works
rendered the erotica of homosexuality and the sexuality of flowers
and children.
One cannot help but feel a gutcheck on their own sexuality when
viewing such an exhibit. The assault on what is perceived as normality is consummate and finnl.
The Kimmel exhibit, on the
other hand, is rather surreal compared to Mapplethorpe's work. It
depicts nudity in the form of male
torsos and stubby penises. Words
are scripted in cursive along the
sides of the works describing a new
vision of what it means to be a
male.
The whole exhibit reminds me of
some far-out masculine Hallmark
card collection.

And it is because of that nudity
that Alan Mayberry decided to get
a legal second opinion from the geniuses down in Cincinnati as if he
couldn't decide for himself.
Nudity seems to be a hot topic
these days.

Word Up
by
Chuck
Travis
columnist

Down in Florida the sands have
become beachheads for moral warriors.
Ifs hard to believe a simple
piece of cloth has done it again!
Now that the flag burning issue is
dead in the water, the moral warriors have decided to rally around
a different type of cloth
the
butt-thong bathing suit! Ordinances outlawing the suits have been

popping up faster than citrus fruit
in the sunshine state.
Simply because the detractors of
the suit decry the exposure of the
wearer's buttocks and anal cleft.
Western civilization has always
been two-faced and puritanical
when it comes to the subject of nudity.
The works of artists such as Michelangelo celebrated the naked
splendor of the human body. His
paintings and sculptures depicted
in detail the complex simplicity of
human anatomy, including renderings of genitalia and naked children with wings painted on their
backs to represent the heavenly
hosts.
If children are depicted like this
today ... well you know the Cincinnati story. To top it all off, Michelangelo's works were exhibited in
palaces and churches.
If Michelangelo's statue David
toured the Midwest today, I would
fear an attack from a sledgehammer-wielding moral warrior intent
on demolishing the statue's crotch.
At the same time Michelangelo
was exploring the nuances of the
human machine, missionaries
were making their own exploration
of the New World. The missionaries were suprised to find that the
Pacific Islanders cavorted around
in their birthday suits. The "repre-
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It seems the Islanders felt there
wasn't anything immodest in
walking about naked. Their culture and climate dictated their
style of dress, not their morality.
One thing I've noticed, (with the
exception of the butt-thong banning) is that when ever a penis
surfaces in an art exhibition, questions of obscenity are raised.
And the penis has always been
treated with a double standard by
our already double-standardish
society. Films overwhelmingly
bare the female physique, but nary
a penis is showed swinging on the
silver screen.
The female body has been exploited without much to-do, but
whenever a penis is placed in the
spotlight,(whether it be in an exhibit by Kimmel or Mapplethorpe
or in a film,) the rancor of society is
raised and the word obscenity
comes creeping 'round.
Penis envy?
I think not.
Chuck Travis ie the editorial
editor for The News.

Democracy ignores black voice
The greatest political problem
confronting Black America and
other people of color, is the fact
that we lack any effective democracy to empower ourselves to i.I
dress our problems of poverty,
unemployment, poor hoal.'.i euro
and urban deterioration.
As the entire world apparently is
moving toward greater democracy
in its political systems, especially
in South Africa and Eastern
Europe, we are burdened with a
two party system which either represents us poorly, or not at all.
With a few significant exceptions,
notably the Congregational Black
Caucus and local officials, most
white Democrats have joined with
the Republicans to forge a one
party system, designed to protect
the interests of the upper classes
at the expense of people of color.
As the majority of America's
white electorate shifted from the
cities to the suburbs after World
War II, the social base for the traditional liberal policies of the New
Deal gradually collapsed. Organized labor's influence with the
Democratic Party declined.
Traditionally, liberal constituencies, such as Jewish Americans, became more conservative
ideologically as they moved up the
social class ladder. Consequently,
as white voters became more eli-

tist, candidates for public office increasingly projected their legislative agendas in the context of local
prerogatives rather than the larger, national interest. The relative
clout of both parties was sharply
reduced in the process.
By the 1980s, a rough division of
labor existed between Republicans
and Democrats. The Republicans
succeeded in projecting themselves
as the party of "national management," capable of running the executive branch of the federal
government and making decisions
in foreign policy. Since the election
of Eisenhower in 1952, Republicans won the presidency seven out
of 10 times, and since 1968, five
out of six times.
White, upper middle-class
Americans generally trusted the
Republicans to reduce federal
taxes, decrease government regulations, expand opportunities for
business at the expense of working
people and to push back the demands of so called "special interests": African-Americans, Hispanics, organized labor, feminists and
other political and ethnic dissidents.
It is no accident that since 1948,
a majority of the white American
electorate has voted for a white
Democratic presidential candidate
only once
Lyndon Johnson in

1964. It is no abberation that 66
percent of all white voters endorsed Reagan's re-election in
1984, or that about three fourths of
all whites holding college degrees
and earning above $50,000 annually, supported George Bush in
1988. Class and racial interest
coincide with conservative political
behavior.
The Democrats are perceived as
the party of "parochial interest,"
the politicians best equipped to
promote the narrow prerogatives
of local business and middle-toworking class constituencies. Because Democrats still control most
state legislatures and a majority of
the governorships, they are able to
gerrymander Congressional districts to maximize their candidates' viability.
Legislative incumbents have
many built-in advantages, such as
free media exposure, government
subsidized mailings to constituents' homes, and the generous
support by corporations of their political action committees. Not
surprisingly, the re-election rate of
the House of Representatives was
98 percent in 1986 and 1988. With
the exception of losing control of
the Senate for six years during the
Reagan administration, Demo
crates have controlled both houses
of Congress for a generation.
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sentatives of Christendom* forced
the female islanders to cover their
bare breasts in a prude attempt to
convert the"naked savages.*

Why are African-Americans still
far from achieving equality, despite the passage of civil rights legislation? Because both political
parties have a vested interest in
maintaining the "one party
system," which is why the Democrats have ceased to function as a
legitimate "opposition party" in
anything but name. The Democrats recognize that they can win
the presidency only by the route
suggested by Jesse Jackson
expanding the base of the electorate to include millions of low in-'
come, unemployed, minority, and
working class people who frequently stay away from voting.
The Democrats would have to
advance an American-styled
agenda for social justice, calling for
comprehensive legislation to restrict the corporations, to expanding educational, housing and
health care resourses, and to empower people of color. Their pathetic refusal to do so reveals that
they would rather have George
Bush in the White House than to
take the necessary steps to uproot
racism, poverty, hunger and joblessness.
Manning Marable ie Profeteor of
Political Science at the Vnivereity
of Colorado and i$ a gueit columnitt for The News.
ByCWUMess
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Upper class life - a family affair

Read a book!
There is mountain of hype surrounding this
summer's movie releases. Apart from the explosions,
the banal comedy and the comic book simplicity of story
lines, movies engage you to disengage.
Read a book!

I wish everyone would get off Neil Bush'a
back for a moment. I tend to believe him when
he says he did nothing wrong aa director of a
Colorado savings and loan that failed in 1988,
costing U.S. taxpayers approximately $1 billion. Why can't the government just forgive and
forget Mr. Bush's little misfortune? After all
he it the president's son.

At first it's difficult. Like an unconditioned athlete
returning to his sport, your mind will react hazily, the
pile of mush in your skull will protest, but persevere!
You will be blessed. When the rivers of your imagination are stirred by the crisp prose and daunting story
line of a well seasoned work of fiction, you will be rewarded.
The darkness of a movie theater confines your ability
to conceptualize, limits your soul to be moved, emasculates your will to think.
Read a book, challenge your mind to recapture itself
from cliche and technicolor clowns.
Don't simply watch figures on a screen, join them in
their adventures and trials, engage them, sculpt them
with your own mind.
Read a book and the world will be your oyster!

Bush was just acting in the manner befitting
a member of the United States' upper echelon of
citizens. I should know because I'm one of them.
Give Bush a break; he wasn't doing anything
extraordinary when he accepted $100,000 from
a business associate on the grounds that if he
makes a profit, he should pay it back. I can't
count how many times that has happened to
me. People are always coming up to me and
offering me hundreds of thousands of dollars.
They say, "John, go ahead and do what you
want with it, and if you should happen to turn a
large profit, then you can pay it back." The nice
thing about this is the offers are always "no
strings attached."

Discover Kinko's

That's why I love belonging to the upper class
here in the U. S. It's just like Neil says, "Everybody has relationships, everybody knows
everybody." Why, it's just like one, big, happy
family where everybody gets along just swell
sort of like the Walton's. When one of us gets in
a little trouble, say like cousin Donald did a few
weeks back, there's always someone around to
lend a helping hand.
I just don't see how people can get angry
when they find out that Neil Bush helped restructure a $14.5 million dollar loan for the same
man who had given him $100,000, allowing him
to pay back only $3 million while his S&L absorbed the loss. He was only doing what a good
family member would do for a brother in a jam.
Anyway, this guy did pay him back by investing
$3 million dollars in Neil's oil company a few
years later.
You see, this is why I believe that Mr. Bush is
not involved in any wrong doing with the S&L
crisis. He was just acting in the manner typical
of America's elite. His failure to disclose his relationship with this man was just a silly over-
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sight on Neil's part.
C'mon folks, it was only an exchange of a few
$3 million dollars here and there don't be so
naive. It happens every day all over the United
States. You can't expect someone of Mr. Bush's
stature to remember every multi-million dollar
deal he makes. God knows it's difficult enough
keeping track of polo engagements and yachting excursions, let alone these minor transactions.
It's long overdue for the U.S. to put an end to
all this silly nonsense called the S&L crisis. It's
only going to cost us $500 billion, that's not a
whole lot when you divide it up among every
taxpayer in the country. Why hell, I'm even
willing to give up that new set of golf clubs in
order to do my share. It's high time we started
investigating real criminals like flag burners
and offensive rap musicians instead of snooping
into the trivial hyjinks of a good man like Neil
Bush.
John Corrigan it a tareattic Hitlory and Philotophy major and a contributor to the Ntwt.
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COUPON

BOWLING GREEN
OPEN FOR LUNCH
DAILY

"/ understand, dear. You got a special student price
on the PS/2
And you're what? Sending money
home! Hang on. Ill get your father.''

LUNCH
PAKS!

■ Lunch Pik1 (serves 4 to 6)
Two grMt 12" original pizzas of your
choico for only $10.99.
■ Lunch Pak 2 (serves 6 to 8)
One 16" and one 12" original pizza of
your choice for only $13.99.
■ Lunch Pak 3 (serves 8 to 10)
Two great 16" original pizzas of your
choice for only $16.99.
No Coupon Necessary
Just Say "Lunch Pak, please"
$

TAKE
THIS TO
YOUR
PHONE
CALL NOW FOR A
GREAT DEAL ON
DOMINO'S PIZZA "

Call Us!
352-1539
1616 E. Woostei
Bowling Green
Hours:
Sun Thms
11.OO rm. to 100 a.m.
Fn Sal
11 00 a.m. to 2:00 am.
Open lor lunch daily
All Pizza* include Our
Special Blond Ol Sauco
and 100% Heal Choose

Our Superb Cheese Piua
12" Cheese S6.15
16" Cheese J8.55
12" Pan Cheese $7.56
Additional Hem*
Pspperom. Sausage.
Ham. Ground Beet. Eitra
Cheese, Mushrooms.
Green Peppers. Onions,
Green Olives. Black
Olives. Hoi Pepper Rings.
Anchovies. Entra Thick
Crust*

Fast Free Delivery

CUSTOMER'S CHOICE
12" PEPPERONI PIZZA

$>I99
EACH

Must Buy
Two

PICK-UP SPECIAL
16" PEPPERONI
ORIGINAL PIZZA

EntravaganZZa*
9 items lor Ihe price of 5:
Pepperonl. Sausage.
Onions. Green Peppers.
Mushrooms. Olives, Extra
Cheese. Ham and
Ground Bee)

wasm COUPON vats MM

12" Original $10 85
16" Original $15 25
12" Pan $12 25
Deluxe
5 loppings lor the price
Of*
Pepperoni. Sausano.
Green Poppors. Onions.
and Mushrooms

Pepsi Cans $.60

12" Pizza $04 per item.
10" Pi/za $1 34 per ilcm.
12" Pan Pizza $94 per
Hem

We guarantee our
product and service
Can us lor details.

'Eitra thicK crust not
available on the Pan
Piiza.

■■ 1900 Domino's Pizza.
Inc.

Delivery areas limited to ensure sale driving.
Our drivers carry less than $2000 Our drivers
are not penalized tor late deliveries

12" Original $9 91
16" Original $1301
12" Pan $11.31

^*C<^

HueonCOUPONia*tua it*m

How're you going to do it?
Give your parents a pleasant surprise.Tell them how mueh you saved
tin- >[ii-i-iai
on your IBM Personal System/2® and IBM Proprinter'" withi the
speeia
student prices*
What's more, the IBM PS/2® Loan for Learning makes
paying for your PS/2 even easier*
Let us show you how easy it is to own and use a PS/2.
It comes with easy-to-use. preloaded software. IBM
Mouse and color graphics.
You'll see how quickly you can turn out reports, term
papers and sparkling graphics that could give your profesM>rs a pleasant surprise, too.

PS/2 it!

BEAT THE HEAT!
14" 1-TOPPING PIZZA

$

5^9
50 $

99

For more information, call
Microcomputer Buying Service
at 372-7724

■

Wboi

t*m*f'C<HKMlWtt 7 »N

•This o"er •■ avertable only to queried students (acuity and staff who purchase «M PS/2 s through parnopaimg campus outlets Orders are suOfecl to
«v»il*r>ii<y Prices are subrect to change and IBM may withdraw iheoller at any time without wniien nofce
- IBM. Personal System/2, and PS/2 are registered trademarks of international Business Machines Corporation
"Proprinter >s a trademark of international Business Machines Corporation
IBM Corporation 1990
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Murray film looks happy,
but is crying on the inside
byPaulXavier
film critic

port.
(Never mind that driving to New
Jersey or blending in with 10 million other people would be a lot easier.)
It's really too much for the filmmakers to expect an audience to
believe that the group who man-

"What the hell kind of clown are
your Bill Murray is asked as he
embarks on a finely-planned bank
robbery and his latest film "Quick
Change."
As a bank-robbing clown, Murray is the bait for "Quick Change"
and the hook is his comedic style,
plus Oscar winners Geena Davis,
Jason Robards and Emmy nominated Randy Quaid.
Unfortunately, all this talent is
for naught as the film entices but
eventually leaves a bad taste in
your mouth.
Immediately leaping from New
York City's depressing streets and
into a highly organized bank heist,
Murray plays a wry clown called
Skip, who later becomes a dry
felon named Grimm.
Grimm is a city planner who has
spent six months outlining his perfect robbery, which flows to a getaway splashed with chaos. But, do Bill Murray stars as a grim-faced
clown who robs a bank, but can't
plans ever go as you planned?
Although they do manage to pull catch a flight In "Quick Change."
the robbery off, Grimm and his cohorts founder about the Big Apple aged an amazing bank robbery,
as one misfortune after another cannot find the expressway or a
slows down their escape to the air- cab.

|

APARTMENTS

♦• 2 bedroom furnished, 9 month lease for $525
• unfurnished, 9 month lease for $470

ft

I

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

SUMMER
SURVim
KIT.

labyrinthic trek to the airport.
Perhaps the greatest mistake in
"Quick Change" is the insufferable
character, Phyliss. Davis' acting
ability is stifled in this shallow
character who never gets to shine.
Her few attempts at emotion are
disjointed and mismatched with
the rest of the film.
Quaid's role lacks vision as well.
Loomis is a simple-minded follower of Grimm and represents the
child of Grimm and Phyliss, but
neither "parent" really treats him
with decency.
Murray co-directed and produced this film a first for him. It
seems his message about the depression and mismanagement of a
metropolis were lost in the editing
process. Comments about wasteful
destruction, clueless street crews,
maniacal bus drivers and general
filth are like Davis* scenes disjointed.
However, if the viewer does not
mind the hazy focus and a tremendous drop after the robbery, there
are some great moments to enjoy.
Murray pulls a Fletch routine a
couple of times when he manages
to talk his way out of a tight spot.
A tense scene involving immigrants, the Mafia and mass transit
keep you on the edge of your seat
with glee too.
Sure, there are plenty of chuckles in this flick and several silly
twists, but "Quick Change" comes
up short.
"Quick Change" is rated R and is
currently playing at the Cla-Zel.

MID AM MANOR
A are within walking distance to campus
|for Summer 1990 and Fall 1990-91
♦school year.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
•gas heat & water included,
air conditioning

Also, instead of character development, the viewer is handed halfbaked dialogue and a subplot to
digest, while following the slow,

i
i
i

Blood

Continued from page 1.
The adult human has about six
quarts of blood, half plasma and
half blood cells (erythrocytes or red
cells; leukocytes, or, white cells;
and thrombocytes or platelets).
After a Red Cross volunteer took
down basic information including
my name, address, etc., I went to
the next station.
Immediately, my temperature
and a blood sample were taken.
Sitting with the sterile, rubbercoated thermometer in my mouth
was more annoying than the quick
snap of a pin piercing my right
forefinger.
My temperature was 97.9 degrees Farenheit. Good enough on a
cold, rainy day.
A nurse squeezed a drop of dark,
red blood from my finger into a
vile. She then dropped some into a
small, blue jar containing a copper
sulphate solution to see if I had
enough iron in my blood.
The drop fell quickly to the bottom of the murky liquid. There was
enough iron.
A moment later I was sitting at a
table having my blood pressure
taken. It was 116774, pretty good I
was told.
"Have you ever..." and I was
asked a long series of questions
about my general health, as well
as surgery and disease history.
The most sensitive questions
about sex the nurse let me read
and answer in private.
I was given two stickers, each
having lines which can be read by
a computer. One sticker would indicate I thought my blood was OK
and should be used. The other
sticker was a silent warning that
my blood was possibly dangerous.
I placed the sticker indicating
my blood was safe and free of the
Human Immonodeficiency Virus
(HIV) which can lead to AIDS.
This was just an extra Red Cross
precaution, since my blood later
would be tested for dozens of
things including AIDS.
I kept the second sticker and
was told to coll the Red Cross if I

Simply Use
The Owl.

decided within 24 hours that I did
not want my blood used. Reasons
to call might be I was giving blood
with a group and did not want others to suspect me of being an AIDS
carrier or perhaps I would develop
a cold that should not be shared
via blood.
Another volunteer took my information sheet and I sat down
with some crackers and warm
juice, which I pronounced "worm"
juice, but no one noticed.
I was joined by two other blood
donors, Tracy Gagen, 28 of Bowling Green and Sue Swortz, 29 of
Perrysburg.
"Yuck!" Tracy said after sipping
some warm juice and sat beside
me.
"This is my third or fourth time,"
she replied when I asked. "I'm still
a rookie."
Sue, however, was a veteran
blood donor.
"This is my 18th time. I'm starting on my third gallon," sho s.»id
proudly.
Both agreed that before AIDS
was discovered in 1981, blood giving was a less complicated process,
but of course there are still nc
dangers to any of the donors. The
Red Cross' intense screening and
testing process instituted in 1985
had, however, made the blood supply safe for the receivers.
"Jim," a volunteer called out. My
number was up. Time to bleed.
Soon I was laying on my back
squeezing a plastic tube.
After rubbing my forearm with a
disinfectant, a nurse pulled out a
big needle, quickly found a vein in
my left arm and sunk the metal
into my flesh.
It hurt for a moment, but surprisingly, not much.
Tracy and Sue were giving blood
too. Both were smiling and chatting with nurses.
I reached down and felt the plastic bag filling with my blood. It was
warm, warmer than the juice.
After eight minutes it was over.
The nurse pulled the needle (soon
thrown away) out of my arm, lifted
the appendage and had me hold a
cotton ball over the hole in my
skin.
Two minutes later I stood.
Slightly woozy, I was led to a table
of Oreos, crackers and Red Cross

literature. A kindly, but militant
volunteer told me I had to sit for 10
minutes and offered me coffee,
water and juice.
Tracy and Sue joined me and
everyone exchanged "war stories*
while munching on the snacks.
Despite the pint I had lost, 20
minutes later I left the health
center with five gallons of extra
blood. Well, it wasn't really extra
blood, the 20 units stored in a
cooler in my trunk was dstined for
the Red Cross center on Collingwood Drive in Toledo.
I unloaded the cooler and entered one of two labs. One facility
separated the blood according to
their predetermined uses, while
the lab next door tested the living
tissue for about a dozen things, including HIV, forms of hepatitis,
syphilis and blood type.
"Every unit of blood, no matter
what, gets the same testing twice,"
said Cathy Schenk, a lab supervisor.
Of the 8,000 pints of blood tested
here each month, about ] 50 are rejected for varioua reasons. If tests
had shown my blood was dangerously tainted, a doctor would have
traced the number on my pint and
contacted me.
"It takes about a 24 hour turnaround to get the blood out," said
Nancy Gurney, associate administrator.
She explained blood types, special blood types, testing procedures
and other biologically technical details as my head bobbed in mock
understanding.
I attributed my confusion to the
blood I had lost, but my body was
already replenishing. Within eight
weeks I would be ready to donate
more blood for anonymous others,
my family or even myself.
If I or someone I know has surgery planned, the Red Cross would
assist us in donating blood which
could be saved and used later.
However, the blood Tracy, Sue
and I had given that day was going
to strangers, people we never met
but people.
I tossed the bandage in the
waste can and smiled.

TIRED OF SHARING
YOUR SPACE?

24 hr.
Banking
Nationwide

Mid/lm

RENT ONE OF OUR TWO BEDROOM TWO BATH APARTMENTS AND
ENJOY THE PRIVACY YOU DESERVE
PLUS ALL OUR EXTRAS:

Mid American National lank * Trust Co.

• CAMPUS SHUTTLE

University Banking Center

• ON SITE LAUNDRY
• AMPLE PARKING
• FULL-TIME MAINTENANCE

1480Woo»terSm»et Phone 352-6506

WINTHR0P TERRACE
35Z-9135

!2^
WELCOME TO BOWLING GREEN
FROM

SPACE SAVERS
INC.
MAXIMIZE ALL YOUR LIVING SPACE

An ice cream bowl. An ice cream scoop. And
your favorite flavor of rich and creamy Smith Dairy
ice cream.
Now that's a summer survival kit for you.

4 SMITH'S

.THE DAIRY INTHECOUNTRY

25COFF

On Any Flavor of Smith's Ice Cream or Smith's Lite Time.
Only I <oupon P" purtlmr. plaif. Drain: * «il
maUfK m co^oo rut yik* pk» 8« rwdfall i n»i
■nd roar cumber coaprf ««h »rau o( ih» offer Any
oth« m commute! rriud. \W i prockut nraca (or
pan W dm m not proiKid noon ttqum. i rnfcmrd by
orivt rhm mafcn or dnrmfhouK., if trad, kccrod.
rnmctedor pcofcbmd Cmramr mu« poy u«i in. C«*
iliilm«>lii nlar 1/20 of l< Valid only on product ale
indKited Coupota tre noneiapieble. notitrimterrirfc,
■nd aay not be reproduced Redeem by mrimc promptly
,o Spiff, 2J0 N. Vine St., Ony*. OH MM.

I MANUrrVCTURHt'S COUPON | EXPgiS Ml/w]

B.G. 'S FINEST RESTARAUNT
Serving N. W. Ohio for nearly 40 years. . .

• Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials
• All Your Favorite Snacks,
Sandwiches, & Cocktails
• Extensive Dinner Menu
INCOMING FRESHMEN
COMPLETE DINNER
25% DISCOUNT
When accompanied by parent
during pre-registration
163 S. MAIN STREET
352-2595

Our Lofts Meet University Approved
Specifications
Fire Retardant Sofabeds - Refrigerators
for 90-91 school year
Limited supply, so call today.

Fall Sign-ups In Process
Across From Mac West Parking Lot

J.T's Carryout 352-5475
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Entertainment
BOWLING GREEN

What's
going
down
1
this
summer
</>

SPECIAL EVENTS:
Wood County Pair. Pairgrounds, Aug. 3-8. AdulU $3.50,
children no charge.

TOLEDO

CONCERTS:
Rally by the River. Downtown
Toledo every Friday from 5-8 p.m.
Melissa Etheridge, Aug. 14,
Masonic Auditorium. For ticket information call 474-1333.
Sawyer Brown, Aug. 16
Masonic Auditorium. For ticket information call 474-1333.
Beach Boys, Aug. 16, The University of Toledo's Glass Bowl. For
ticket information call 474-1333.
SPECIAL EVENTS:
"Guys & Dolls." Franciscan
Life Center. July 20-22. For ticket
information call 885-1547.
Lucas County Fair. Fairgrounds, 1406 Key St., Maumee.
Rides, entertainment and food.
Open noon till 11 p.m. Admission
$5.
72nd Annual Toledo Area Artists Exhibition. Toledo Museum of
Art, 2445 Monroe St., Aug. 5-26
no charge.
Northwest Ohio Rib-Off. Promenade Park, Downtown Toledo.
Rib restaurants compete for the
"Golden Rib* and "People's Choice'
award. Music, crafts, children's activities. From noon to 8 p.m., free.
FESTIVALS:
African-American Festival.

SeaGate Center, Downtown
Toledo. Aug. 4. Crafts, music and
dancing will be featured. Hours
are noon-6 p.m.
German-American Festival.
Oak Shade Grove, 3624 Seaman
Rd., Oregon. Aug. 24-26. Hours:

Saturday-Monday 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Free.

COLUMBUS
CONCERTS:
Jean-Luc

Ponty/WSG/

July 18,1990

Sinead OConnor. Aug. 11,
Capital Music Center. Tickets are
$21.25.

Crosby Stills and Nash. July
28, Pine Knob for ticket information call 474-1333.

Bonnie Raitt/Jeff Healey
Band. Aug. 18, Captial Music
Center. Tickets are $21.25.

Nine Inch Nails. July 28, St
Andrews Hall. For ticket information call 474-1333.
They Might Be Giants. St. Andrews Hall. For ticket information
call 474-1333.
Sinead O'Connor. Aug. 5, Pine
Knob. Tickets are $24.50 and
$19.50.
Melissa Etheridge. Aug. 8,
Pine Knob. For ticket information
call 474-1333.
Phil Collins. Aug. 16-17, The
Palace. Ticket! are $27.50.
Soul II Soul. Aug. 17, Pine
Knob. Tickets are $24.50 and
$19.50.
Billy Idol. Sept 7, Pine Knob
for ticket information call
474-1333.

Friday 6 p.m.-12:30 a.m.; Saturday
2 p.m. -12:30 a.m.; Sunday noon 10:30 p.m. Admission is $3.50.
Toledofest, a Celebration of the
Arts. Downtown Toledo riverfront.
Aug. 31-September 3. A four-day
visual and performing arts festival. Hours: Friday 4:30-10p.m.;

DETROIT

CONCERTS:
Robert Plant. July 25, Pine
Knob. Tickets are $24.50 and
$19.50.

Bad Company/Damn Yankees. Aug. 2, Captial Music
Center. Tickets are $19.75.

UAO

SUMMER

AMUSEMENT PARKS:
Cedar Point, Sandusky. 10 to
10. Admission is $19.95. However,
students can purchase tickets
through the University Activities
Organization by students for
$16.50.
Kings Island, Cincinnati. Sunday-Friday 10 to 10. Admission
$20.95.

Anita Baker. Aug. 20, Caplital
Music Center. Tickets are $24.75.

Stanley Jordan. July 21, Capital
Music Center tickets $21.25. To
charge tickets by phone call (614)
221-1414.

SPIRIT

UOU

SUMMER SPIRIT

UAO

SUMMER

SPIRIT

352-0796

HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN

•1.50 Fare
For Persons
4-64 Yrs. Of Age

Children

75 * Fare

For Elderly (65+)/
Handicapped Persons
Transit Identification Cant Required"

uNccn 4 YRS on UNCCR «O LBS
Ride Free Ol Charge
with adult.
Child must ride m Child Restraint

VAN WITH LIFT AVAILABLE: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating Available5"" v™*"
•Transit Identification Cards Available At Grants Administrators Office By Appt. Only.

Call 354-6203 For More Information
SERVICE PROVIDER:
RICHARD RAMOS

"Ramos Taxi"

Let Driver Know
How Many Persons
Will Be Riding

This service is financed m
part from an operating, assistance Qrant from the
Oh« Department ot
T>ansportatK>n

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, APARTMENTS & EFFICIENCIES
9 & 12 MONTH LEASES AVAILABLE
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E.WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

SATURDAY
JULY 21, 1990
BG CITY PARK
MARTIN SHELTER
11AM - 1PM

- COME JOIN THE FUN
■ MEET NEW FRIENDS
SEE WHAT THE ASSOCIATION CAN DO FOR YOU!!!

QUESTIONS?

.woodland mall

Call 372-8248 for more info.

Campus
Pollyeyes
352-9638 or 354-0056
BREAKFAST
BUFFET...$3.00
ALL YOU CAN EAT
EVERY DAY
6:30 -10:30 a.m.

I ui' I iilri l.iiiiinciil • Fun • l'i//,i

"A Gathering Place"
440 E. Court

FREE Delivery
MONDA Y
TUESDA Y
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

FOOD SPECIALS
2 tor I Pizza (buy one Pizza
get next size smaller free)
11-9 Pizza & Salad Smorgasbord $4.50
11-9 Spaghetti Dinner S2.S0
Salad Bar 7S€ ex.. Wine SI.00 ex.
11-9 Lasagna Dinner $2.50
11-9 Pizza & Salad Smorgasbord $4.50
11-9 Burritos $3.00
11-9 Pizza & Salad Smorgasbord $4.50
5-9

'Eggs, Sausage, Waffles,
Donuts & More
• We bake all our breads
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!
fresh daily!!
Thur.-Frl. after 10:00 p.m.
•We Deliver Donuts! Tuesdays after 9:00 p.m.
Present receipts for $25
in purchases from any of
our stores, dated 7/19/90
thru 7/22/90, and receive

at the Toledo Zoo thru
September 30, 1990.
(Present at Customer
Service Booth)

i

SORRY - NO ALCOHOL ALLOWED!!

minimum,in'

2 FREE TICKETS TO
"DINOSAURS ALIVEI"

K>*tlNOO»UN ST»T( UNiVlRSlI' «

OPEN TO ALL
BGSU
NONTRADITIONAL
STUDENTS &
THEIR FAMILIES

BRING A SIDE DISH &
SOMETHING TO DRINK
NTSA will provide: hot dogs,
buns, condiments, chips, plates,
utensils, & napkins

■■■■■■■■■■■A ^^

DON'T MISS IT!
Thursday, July 19 thru Sunday, July 22, 1990
INCREDIBLE SAVINGS INSIDE -- AND OUTSIDE'
- ALL OUR STORES!!!

FIRST ANNUAL BGSU NONTRADITIONAL
STUDENTS ASSOCIATION SUMMER PICNIC

SPLCIAI COUPONS •
"Memories of the 70's
One Man Revue"
Mark Roman
for 5 Great

Shows

Sat., July 21 2:00. 4:00, and 7:00
Sun., July 22 2:00 & 4:00

$8.80

$3.50

$7.00

Two 12 Inch
One Item Pan Pizzas
Extra Items 90'
A $12.80 Value

Any Small
10 Inch Pan Pizza
With One Item
Extra Items 70"
A S5.20 Value

Any Large
I 14 Inch, Two Item Pan Pizza
and One Quart of Coke
Extra Items SI.20
A $10.00 Value

DOUBLE PIZZA

| POLLYEYES PIZZA j POLLYEYES PIZZA } POLLYEYES PIZZA
{coupon expires 7/31/90 [coupon expires 7/31/90|Coupon expires 7/31/9Q

.—.«..:■..,;
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Sports
Down on a Tiger farm with the Hens
July 18.1990

by Chris Miller
staff writer
Looking for something to do thii
summer besides the same old movie, putt-putt golf or nightclub outing? A little short on money? Can't
get enough of baseball despite
having three or four games on TV
per night?
If the answer to these questions
is "yes," then you may want to consider the Toledo Mud Hens, Detroit's AAA farm club.
Toledo has had a professional
team since 1889 and even was
managed by Hall of Famer Casey
Stengel in 1927 when Stengel led
Toledo to a minor league championship.
The Mud Hens rejoined the International League in 1965 after a
76-year layoff and won their last
AAA championship in 1968.
The Hens affiliated with Detroit
in 1987 as part of the West division
of the International League. The
following year, the American Association and International League

combined to form the AAA Alliance
which includes AAA farm teams
for 16 of the 26 major league
teams.
Mud Hens Fast Facts:
STADIUM The Mud Hens play
at Ned Skeldon Stadium which
seats more than 13,000, but rarely
draws more than 2,000 people.
Toledo is last in the AAA Alliance
in attendance, averaging about
2,000 fans per home date compared to an average of 14,500 fans
at Buffalo Bison games.
DIMENSIONS The park itself
is right out of "Bull Durham." It's a
natural grass field with 43 sponsor
boards behind and on the outfield
fence. The lines run 325 feet, while
the power alleys in right and left
centerfield measure 395 feet.
Straightaway centerfield is 410
feet from home plate which is
deeper than most major league
parks. The short distance down
the foul lines, however, makes for
a lot of home runs.
LEAGUE INFO Toledo is in
last place in the IL West, trailing
Columbus (Yankees), Richmond

Need Cash Fast...
Look for Green Machine"
Green Machine* oilers convenient 24 hour banking with over 700
locations throughout Ohio Enjoy nationwide banking, too
Because Green Machine* is part of the MONEY STATION™ and
CIRRUS* automated teller machine networks. Look lor these
symbols at thousands ol atrns throughout Ohio and the US—

and third baselines and those who
sit in the first few rows will feel as
if they are right in the middle of
the action.

Chicken comes to the games (Aug.
18 is the final appearance) box
seats are $5, reserved seats $4 and
general admission $3.

ODDITIES There are a few
minor differences in a AAA game.
Instead of the normal four umpires
that a major league games has, a
AAA game has only three. AAA
teams also only have three coaches
as compared to five or six in the
majors. This usually doesn't come
into play too much except when a
team is batting and a regular
plavcr coaches first base.

SCHEDULE The Mud Hens
ploy at home tonight and
tomorrow against Rochester
(Orioles) and against Oklahoma
City (Rangers) Friday, Saturday
and Sunday. After a seven-day
roadtrip, Toledo returns home
against Columbus, July 30-31 before going to Buffalo for three
games Aug. 1-3. The Hens then
will play nine straight games at
home Aug. 4-12 against Richmond,
Tidewater and Syracuse (Blue
Jays) with an off day Aug. 6 and a
double header Aug. 7 against
Tidewater.

TICKET PRICES
Prices for
Mud Hen games are relatively
inexpensive. Box seats are $4,
while reserved seats are $3 and
general admission tickets are
$2.50. Children under 12 and
Senior Citizens get $1 taken off the
normal prices. When the Famous
(Braves) and Tidewater (Mets).
There are four teams in each of the
AAA Alliance's four divisions with
two divisions in the American Association and two in the International League.
The two division winners from
each league square off in a playoff
at the end of the season with the

American Association winner
taking on the IL winner. The
season ends in early September so
the major league teams can recall
the top players when rosters
expand from 25 to 40 players.
ATMOSPHERE With the small
crowd, getting good seats is usally
not difficult. All but a small portion of the seats are down the first

"An investment in
knowledge pays
the best interest."

GET WHAT YOU WANT

R.E. Management

•RocyiRE

"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
CIRRUS.
For last cash, stop by any one of Society Bank's two Green
Machine* locations in Bowling Green—1098 North Main St.
and 327 South Main St.

•Campus Manor
505 Clough St.
•602 Second St.
•605 Second St.

Society

•Rockledge Manor
850 Sixth St.
•701 Fourth St.
•245 N. Prospect
•615 Second St.

352-9302

M-F 8-S

273 S. Main St.
BOWLING GREEN

353-3060

•313-317 N. Main St.

WELCOME PARENTS AND NEW STUDENTSI
•810 Fourth St.
•815 Fourth St.

"A whole new way to get your car fixed"
•
•
•
•

CALL US TODAY

BANK

The Bank That Specializes In You"

All games Monday-Saturday
start at 7 p.m., while Sunday
games begin at 6 p.m.

IF TMiRf S NOTHING WRONG WITH YOUR CAR WI WON'T FIX IT
IF THERE IS WE 11 FIX IT RIGHT
IF FOR ANY REASON IT S NOT RIGHT WEIL DO IT OVER OR REFUND YOUR MONEY
WE GUARANTEE OUR PARTS & IABOR •
WE KHP OUR WORD

6 Month or 600 Mil* Warranties • Fail-Safo Towing
6. Low Cost Ran to Is

113 Railroad St

SOHIO, BP & MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
HOURS MON-FRI 7 AM-9 PM / SAT 8 AM-5 PM

University Village *

WORRIED ABOUT
AIDS?

&

University Courts Apts.
FALL LEASES NOW AVAILABLE
are now renting
apartments that feature
•
•
•
•
•

9-month and 12-month leases
One and two bedroom apartments
Heat, water, cooking and sewer included
Central air
No pets please
Clough

& Mercer
Bowling Green

(419) 352-0164

FREE, ANONYMOUS
ANTIBODY TESTING AT
MEDICAL COLLEGE
HOSPITAL
381-3741
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
INC.
(SASI)
243-7274
TOLEDO HEALTH
DEPARTMENT
245-1701

Students
&

Parents
| Assorted BGSU Shirts etc. .
20% - 50% off
Also carrying BGSU Jackets, Hats,
Notepads, Pencils, Mugs, Tumblers, I.D. Holders,
CK. BK. Covers, Datebooks, Candy Jars, etc. . .

Jeans -N- Things

Ask for tasting times
531 Ridge, Across from Mac West

WELCOME
FRESHMEN!
University Bookstore

I I I I I I I I I I I I I« I I I I I I I

SUMMER TIM

Student Services Building

Conveniently Located On Campus!

(In The Student Services Building)
PARKING

AIR CONDITIONING

The Official 1 hour
Processor SUMMER TIME '90
I

f
Double Your Prints For $1.00;

New and Used Textbooks
•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS
• BEST SELLERS
•PAPERBACKS
•STUDY AIDS
•MAGAZINES
•CALCULATORS

Master Card/Visa Accepted
Phone: 372-2851

•BGSU CLOTHING
•ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
•FILM & DEVELOPING
•GREETING CARDS
•BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
•GIFTS

Store Hour*:
Pre-Reglttratlon Hours:

7:30-5:00 Mon.-Thur*.
7:30-11:30 Frl.
CLOSED SAT.
7:30-5:00 Mon.-Thurt.
7:30-1:00 Frl.

I

Ju*l add Si 00 lo tha regular prtca and wa w* Qlva
you a second set of color prints1 'Offar good at me
km* of daavery on standard 3". aba
pmttlrom 110. D-K. 126. or 36mm (C-41
procaaa,. 12.16, 24 or 36 axpoaura rola
Th* Offar not Va*d with any othar apaaal
Urn* Or* Ro« Par Coupon
Eipvaa 8/1/90

LI

*3, *2, »1 Off
on Film
Developing
Good on 110, 126, . .
iC 41 prooaaa) Oaf *3 oft on 30 aip . *2 oft
on 24 aa». or *1 off on 12/16axp TNa coupon
muat accompany onJar TNa coupon not *at*d with
any oOwr offar Ona roa par coupon
EHpVaa 6/1/90

I hr. Processing available on 35mm Only

YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY

BLUE
RIBBON PHOTO
FILM DEVELOPING • CAMERAS • VIDEO
157 N. Main, B.Q. Ph. 353-4244

DOWNTOWN
614 MADISON
Ph. 255-1660

WEST TOLEDO
1770 TREMAINSVILLE
Ph. 470-4116

WEST TOLEDO
WESTOATE SHOPPING CTR.
Ml. 535-1002

SOUTH TOLEDO
SOUTHWYCK MALL
Ph. 005-1421

:
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Nifty selections abound
for thrifty area shopper
by Chris Dawson
staff writer
Ah, shopping! To some, an activity to others, an art form.
Sometimes, it becomes dull looking at clothes, shopping for records
can be bewildering and browsing
for books can get downright tiring.
But every so often, shopping for
odd items can be extremely fun,
and luckily, Northwest Ohio has
many places to do such shopping.
The first is the most obvious: the
Salvation Army (or Goodwill).
Don't be reluctant. Go discover
what these stores have to offer.
They usually have decent furniture, household appliances, books
and really funky clothes. Prices
are always low, and by searching
intently and regularly, a shopper
can find some phenomenal bargains.

Surplus store. Nowadays most of
them offer sporting and camping
goods as well as surplus, but there
are still some nifty finds to be had.
Woodville Surplus, 2172 Woodville Road, is a huge store, most of
it devoted to outdoor items, such as
camping supplies, boating supplies, etc. However, it does have a
good selection of military items,
ranging from paratrooper jump
boots, to gas masks, to dummy
grenades.

If you want uniforms, helmets,
jackets, equipment, army backpacks, and all sorts of supplies
American and foreign. Check the
labels closely, though, because
what appears to be actual military
Oh sure, some of the clothes are issue, may be a cheap counterfeit
right out of the 70s all polyester from Taiwan.
and big lapels, with no shoulders.
But some are also fine, expensiveIf the label has all sorts of biname clothes that have been used, zarre numbers, measurements,
but are usually in excellent condi- and military mumbo-jumbo, and
tion. This writer recalls finding a says "Made in USA," then it is real
grey pinstrip Brooks Brothers suit surplus.
in mint condition for only $12. If
only it were one size larger...
If it is real surplus, be glad
Some of the clothes at these those items are usually a lot
stores are a blast
really loud tougher and last a lot longer than
shirts and jackets are great for anything on the market A good
parties or just to gain attention.
army winter jacket (with liner) can
Another fun shop is the Army cost upwards of $70 to 100, but

lasts decades, keeps the wearer
quite toasty, and never really goes
out of style. Mv 1953 field jacket is
still going strong, and it keeps me
as warm as a $200 ski jacket
would. I got it for $50.
Remember, the military spends
tens of millions of dollars to develop the best equipment they possibly can (with your money). Take
advantage of your tax dollars, and
march down to Woodville Surplus
to get some good quality stuff.
The Shed (2160 Woodville Rd),
with three locations in Toledo
(2160 Woodville, 5037 Lewis, 5363
Monroe), has all sorts of "interesting" items.
They have a huge selection of
leather supplies and biker fashions and party supplies, including
sexual and miscellaneous paraphenalia, incense, knives, slave
bracelets, chains, handcuffs, Harley-Davidson accessories, hip
clothes ... well, you get the idea.
This is one hell of a fun place to
shop in. It's filled with all sorts of
nifty things that college students
seem to revel in. This isn't a place
for people with a sensitive nature
to shop at, but a place for the wild
folks.
So, get out on the highway and
look for some adventure in shopping.

BG News/John Potter

Teamwork
H.M.S. Rose crew members Wendy Marble. Jessica Hopkins and Floria Choy strain to position the
179-foot frigate properly at Its docking place next to the Moorings Cantlna at Portslde In Toledo.
There are only six women among the 22 person crew, but according to Wendy everyone looks upon
each other as equals. "Both the girls and guys do everything." she said. "Everybody works hard, and
helps each other out."

Yfo® §<i M®ws ©IrJdtfS dteJIy
g@gfifii®fiig@try @tn) (g@fiui)j°>iyis issmiS'S

Hjqflf YOUR SAFETY BEil
w

Plus
Fish • Birds
Small Animals
Pet Supplies
New Discount Pet Store!
* * NOW OPEN! * *
See Us For All Your Pet Needs!

354-7963
Woodland Mall

EWEJUAMN

kMNNMN

DESTINATIONS
LONDON
PARIS
MADRID
ROME
STOCKHOLM/OSLO
COPENHAGEN
ZURICH
FRANKFURT
VIENNA
TOKYO

OW

RT

$245 $490

290 530
305 545
350 615
345 610
340 610
320 570
335 530
320 595
610 1150

Add on lam Boston DC. othtr US crt-w PKA *6
deo ttx. $10 cuHAmmg toe. $5 Mcunty toe may
sooty m Men dwtctiofi

ijx jno hal *M- Pan

1-800-777-0112 STjj
212-986-9470
WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
17 E 45* St. Sue 805 Ne» tt*. NY 10017
Put of W nottM* STO \tm Netucrfc

WANT TO SAVE
A BUCK ON A
DODGE CAR OR
TRUCK?...

As soon as you get to campus, there'll be plenty of work
to do. So set yourself up to start out right. With the right instructors.
The right roommates. And the right tools. Like the right PC From
Zenith Data Systems, of course. For more information on how to
buy a Zenith Data Systems PC at a special educational price.
Call: Douglas Shepelak, Education
Account Manager at 1-800-258-2422, #1098

data systems k-1-1
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS INNOVATES AGAIN"
Graphs miuln Micro*1 ItWoua- Hntm 10. a product of Micfoaorl Corporation Zenith Dan SyueiM Innovalaa A«am b • trademark d Zenith Data Syweim Corporation

Groupe Bull
C 1990. Zenith 0«i. Syutm

Please call for more information on becoming a Zenith Data Systems Student Representative
By being a student representative, you will have use of a Zenith Data Systems computer fa the upcoming school year.

won
"WEVE GOT THE PUCE and THE MERCHANDISE'

893-0241

atKiTinni

"DODGE INC.«
. ILLINOIS AVI MMJMtl

Classifieds

July 16.1990

LSAT-QMAT-ORE-MCAT-FMOEMS
Kaplan Educational Canto

Need 1-2 roommates lor Fal Pretoabfy
nonsmoking
Contact Dan Neuman at
1-746-2281 or leave message

ALL STUDENTS WITH NATIONAL DIRECT
STUDENT LOANS. PERKINS LOANS. OR
NURSING STUDENT LOANS WHO ARE GRADUATINO OR LEAVING BGSU AT THE ENO OF
SUMMER SEMESTER. 1990. SHOULD CALL
THE STUDENT LOAN OFFICE AT 372-8112
TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR AN EXfT
INTERVIEW

Small classes
Home Study MaterteJs
Teet-n-Tape Library
Take Kaplan or take your chances'
a Forming Now. 538*3701

Needed Immediately, roommatee starting August. 4 bdrm house at 211 S. Entsrprtse. Cal
3532230

INTERESTED IN ASIA?

NEED CASH?
Bring your books lo the
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Wa buy back all books
having national re-sale value

CAMPUS It CITY EVENTS

PERSONALS

STUDY CHINESE THIS FALL

Chlneee 101.8 30MTWR
Sect 10762
Instructor Ms Wu
SUMMER 90 GAMEFEST
Jury 20-22
« Hidden Realma Bookstore
128 Waal Wooalo
Come down and play an assortment ol tentaay
and science Action ross-pkrytng games CaaErlc
(353-5588) or Thomas (353-9998) lor more
information

SERVICES OFFERED
TYPING SERVICES tor al typaa ot pmo
RtMombii raits with accuracy
Cal352 3987from8am. • 9p.m.

One female rmmt needed to share one bdrm.
apt Rent SI88 Cal 353 8784
Roommate wanted for Pal and Spring semesters Own bedroom. S120 a month pfcja unties Cal Chip alto 7 30 pm 354-9722
STILL LOOKING FOR HOUSING FOR 90-91?
YOU'RE sM LUCK ONE FEMALE RMTE
NEEDED 3RD ST. APT $135/MO AVAILABLE. FOR MORE INFO CALL TINA 354-8513
WEEKDAYS AFTER 4 PM

HELP WANTED
WANTED
1 tamala rmta. naadad for aummar and/or
1990-91. 2 bdrm. 2 bath - realty ntoat
354-8470.
1 noivamoMng famate needed to artare furniahad apartment. Good locaoon. own room. Cal
Aitctaat3S4-fl451 after Jufy 12
Deeperatery aeeWrtg one female rmta. to share
vary nice apt WB have own bedroom and own
bath Pteaaacan 354 5450or 1 841 1 BIB
Famato needa a place to Hva for Fal 90 &
Spring 91. Prefer own room CaH Robin & leave
I 353-6636or216-399V362
Need 1 female roommate lo sub-lease apartment for Fal and Spring. Good location Cal
364-6933.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS" $32.000'year Income potential DsteHa [1)602 8386885Ext Bk 4244
ATTENTION

GOVERNMENT JOBS • YOUR
AREA!
$17,840 $89,485. Cal (1) 802-838-8885.
Ext R-4244
ATTENTION EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAY!
Assemble products at home Details (1)
802-838 8885 Ext W 4244
ATTENTION
EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOMEI 32.000/yr Income potential Details.
(1)602 838 8885 E»t T-4244
ATTENTION EARN MONEY WATCHING TV'
$32,000/year Income potential Detsils (1)
602-838-6865 E«t TV 4244
ATTENTION EASY WORK/EXCELLENT PAY1
Assemble products at home Detsils (1)
602 638-6665 Ext W 4244
Babysitter needed in home near campus
II 15 130 Mon 8 Wad Cai 352-9309

iGreenbriar Inc.
We are still leasing the
following locations
for the Fall of 1990:
• Campbell Hill Apartments
i East Merry Ave. Apartments

Babysitter needed for 2 boys. 5 1 6 yrs ok)
Occasional evenings: weekends 8 weekdays
In BG/rvear campus Call 354 5931 eves

Babysitter for 4 children some wsskand nights
and occsaionaly during the week Experience
and car prelerred Please cal 352-8287

FOR SALE

Bartenders, waitreaasa needed. Good personally, ratable W* tram Apply st Gamers. 893
S Mam

1981 Red Mercury Lynx (aerate to Eacort).
perfect tor college CO. dependable, with only
28.000 meee on a rebuilt engine. Includes sunroof Only $925 Cal 353-3208

Clean, paint and carpet dean. Cal Carty Apartments 362-7388
Need a lilt? Why not try the ultimate food supplement that's reasd upon by hundreds of
thousands of satlalfled customers? Cal
384-5802
Now hiring - EBSCO Telephone Service. Secure Fal positions by working now Learn a
marketable ski & make money Co-ops A m
temahlpa avals**) Flexible pt time A rue-erne
hrs. Guaranteed hourly wags plus bonus based
on sales Extensive training program 8 fosow
through Stop In for applications alto 4 pm
Mon ■ Fn 113 N Mam - next to David's Dsa
353-8882

Registered Nurse, lul or part-time, midnight
shin postttion avassble Qualified apptcants wa
be currently scenaed with the Ohio Stats Board
of Nursing or hold Interim permit. Prior OB experience preferred but not required We otto
an excesenl starting salary, commensurate with
experience Benefits Include: 100% Tuition
Reimbursement for 88N program;Credlt
Union, Tax Deferred Annuity: Relocation Allowance of up to 11000; Pharmacy Discounts:
Tax deforod health and chlldcare savings accounts. Health and Dental Plans. Progressive
Educational Program (Time and expenses paid
tor Inhouae and Outside participation) NEW
GRADUATES ARE WELCOME TO APPLY.Fo.
more information, please contact. Linda Fox.
RN. Director. Obstetrics, 332-7321, ext 430,
or 1 -800-4480238. or apply to Human Resources Department MEMORIAL HOSPITAL,
715 S. Tart An.. Fremont, OH 14320.

-to
• ••

COMING
ANSWER

R D

^^m&nly from The Answer Factory.
.
^^gomputer solutions for a changing world^

1986 Chevy Nova Excel, cond. 42,000
tneea. Cruise control. AM/FM, AC, chocoal
grey tweed Interior $8000 Cal 383-1832

27" American Raleigh bate
372-1339.

$14000

ATTENTION: GOVERNMENT SELTED VEHICLES from $100 Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys Surplus Buyers Guide (1)
602-636-6865. Ext A-4244
ATTENTION GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100 Fords. Mocedes. Corvet
tee. Chevys. Surplus Buyers Quids. (1)
602 638 6885. Ext A-4244
Can you buy Jeeps, cars, 4 x 4's seized m drug
raids lor undo $100 007 Cal for facts today
805 644 9533 Depl 299
Canon zoom lens, 100-300 FD, 2X converter.
M-100 macro attachments 353-7994
Cruiser bicycle - $20, Yamaha turntable - $45
or best otto, dresser w/maT0r • $20, whits
hutch w/roaabuda • $46 362-1210.
DEVELOPMENT PARCEL
Over 5 acres with house $ bam at Rt. 6 ft
County Home Rd. Al utilities Michael Realty
2553000
For Sale
110 watt Pioneo receiver/speakers optional,5
inputs remote $250 00 Still undo warranty
352-5499
Home tor sale 3 bedroom, family room, firsplace, 2 co garage. Like new! Al new carpeting and paint Just move ml 4 1/2 mass North
01 Poe Rd oft Hul Prairie at Country Manor
18927 Roanoke $74,900 Cal Envy Palucn
[419)691-2600
JAME8 TAYLOR TICKET!
2 lawn seat tickets lo James Taylor concert at
Blossom Music Canto on July 31. leal otto.
C.ll Kalhyal]S4-»aaa.
Moving 13'color TV. $45 OownM ski pkg .
fan. vacuum, stereo, electric typewriter, misc.
215E Poe #81.

FOR RENT
2 one bedroom houses for rent near campus
$280fmo uiil Also houses ft apts to HI. Cal
Carty Rente* 352-7365

Welcome new students and parents

224 E. Wooster St.

EFFICIENCIES
1 A 2 bedroom apartments
Furnished a Unfurnished
John Newlove Real Estate
(across from Taco Sal)
319 E Wooster St

354-2280

EFFICIENCIES
1 a 2 bdrm apla aval in August
Long A Associatss ' 354-4494

EFFICIENCY UNITS AVAILABLE
For short or long term rentals
Ideal for graduate students
Completely rum 1 HBO included
Located (near campus) at Ins
Buckeye Budget Motor Inn
Slop out or can 352-1520
Look al these extras! Free gas heat, water,
sewer a HBO. 705 Seventh A 724 Sixth 2 BO
furnished apts Laundry facilities pnvateparkIng, 9 1/2 month leases Newtove Rentals.
326 S Mam. 352-5620
Needed male A female students to m apartments A houses lor the school year 1990-91.
near campus. Phone 352-7365
Nice Apt 2 bedrooms, 2 batha. dishwasher and
furnished 850 6th St Cal 352-9302
One A two bedroom apts available
for fal leaaing Cal 352-9135
WINTHROP TERRACE.

Only 2 lent' 801-803 Fifth 2 BR turn A un
turn apts Free gas/water/sewer. Balconies A
patios Laundry (acuities A parking Aval now A
Aug
Newlove Rentals. 326 S
Main.
352-5620

352-7365

is the University community's
primary resource for news:
The nation's
best college
newspaper
1989-90
Society off
Professional
Journalists

•
•
•
•

S A V RENTALS
One A two bdrm apts houses available
9 A 12 month leases Can 352-7464
SmsK one bedroom house
Near campus -12 month lease.

The BG News

l Buff Apartments

Hours: M-F 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Down half of house, apt. a erne.
Near campus st 21 1 E Reed
Cal Carry Rentals •352-7385

Quiet Living:
824 Sixth St.. 1 bdrm. apts FREE gas, wster A
sswsr. Laundry facallies, parking Newlove
Rentals. 328 S Main. 352-5820

I Frazee Avenue Apartments

352-0717

Don't maw mass new apartments. 2 lul bains,
unfumiahed. 9 1'2 a 12 month leases 843
Sorm SI Newlove Hentale. 326 S Main
352-5620.

Cal

AM/FM Harm. 8-trsck cassette pieyo. 2
speakers. Excel, cond. Great first stereo.
$55 00 623-7761

I Field Manor Apartments

Call or Stop in for a Complete
| Listing of Available Apartments £|
Houses

DIG Rentals
CANCELLATION1
Niceatapt tnB.Q .only 1 unit
850 Scott Hamaton. 2 blocks from campus
Modam. turn , 2 bdrms . new carpeting, laundry faciattaa, air conditioned, reserved parking
Maximum 4 persons 12 month lease. $595. 9
month lease. $650 Avail. Auy 1990. Phone
267-4255 or 267 4686

Campus
Local
State
National

SUMMER APARTMENT - CHEAP!
1 SPACE AVAL. FOR M RMTE NEW APT
CLOSE TO CAMPUS ONLY $130 PER MO
PLUS UTIL ACT NOW, THIS ONE WONT
LAST LONG CALL ANYTIME FOR INFO
MATT 1 -331 -4004 (I'LL GET YOUR NUMBER
A CALL YOU RIGHT BACK). OR 353-7868
Two bedroom large apt to sublet In Aug Everything new Cheap rant. 354-6450 Ask for

We're pet frienoTy
Can't find a house or
apartment that wil alow
your pot?
Caa us! NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S Main. B G

352-5620

Look for it free of charge daily Tuesday through Friday during the academic
year at 90 on and off campus locations

C1NEMARK THEATRES

CINEMA 5

WOOOLAMD

11234 WORTH MALL ST.

214 West Hall
RESERVE

372-2601
OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

354-0558 J

WIIKLY PII'ORMANCI
ICHIDUU JULY 20 .
JULY 1*. 1«*0
JUNOll BOOK o
12:00. 1:45. 3:30. 5:15
* * No Posses or Super So*
NAVY SIAU) *
0:0. 2:25. 4:45, 7:0, 9:30
JfTSONS O

12:15
OHOST DAD PO
7:05, 9:00
MCK TIACY PO
2:00, 4:15, 7 00, 9:20
* * No Passes or Super Savers
PAYS Of THUNPtH PO-11
12:00. 2:10. 4:20. 7:J0. 9:40
# # No Posses or Super Savers

irs,
One Price!

Oil HAtPta I
12 40, 4:00. 7 00, 9.45
* # No Posies or Super Savi

■ '■■» a
OOOo m
JULY 26'h

Get a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses
and a pair of prescription sunglasses all at
one low price! Some specialized bifocals
and trifocals are slightly more.
Single Vision

Bifocals

For Both fairs

For Both Pairs

$7988 $||988
One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must be completely satisfied or we wfll return your money.
OFFERS EXPIRES JULY 31, 1090

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
You can begin lo develop impressive leadership skills with an Army ROTC elective.
TAKE M1UTAIY SCIENCE 101 TUB SEMESTER
o S ELEIT1VE CREDIT HOCR.H
• INTEHIN 11 v.. HI 11 INI. 1 miN INI.
• NO 1 HUH. t THIN
• NEVER 41. CONVENIENT SECTIONS TO CHOOSE FROM
ARMY ROTC AT BCSU

9714474

EYE EXAMINATIONS PACED 3EPERATELY

Burlington Optical
TOLEDO
I9SSS. laynoMi

TOLEDO
i 153 W. Syrv.nl.

Across from Soutnwyck

472-1113

382-2020

NOT VAUD WITH ANY OTHER PROMOTOoS OR SPECIALS

BOWLING GREEN
1616 E. Wooster
Greenwood Cantor

352-2533
SHOO BurHngton Optical I •laao.og

ARMY ROTC
TK SMAJtTEST COLLEGE
C0CHSE TOO CA* TUX

« N MAIN • B0W1ING GREEN

